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Disclaimers

This document and the information contained within are provided by Verizon\(^1\) subject to the limitations of liability and other terms of its related service agreement(s) and without warranty of any kind. Further and without limitation, Verizon and its affiliated companies disclaim all warranties, express or implied, including without limitation, warranties of fitness for a particular purpose, against infringement, or merchantability. In addition to and without limitation of any other limitation of liability of Verizon or its affiliated companies set forth in an applicable tariff or elsewhere, in no event shall Verizon or its affiliated companies, or their agents or suppliers, be liable under contract, warranty, tort, or any other legal theory, for any incidental, consequential, punitive, special or indirect damages arising from or relating to this document or its contents, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

Confidentiality

This document and the information contained within represent proprietary information of Verizon or its affiliated companies and suppliers. No use, reproduction or disclosure is permitted except as expressly authorized in an applicable tariff of, or written agreement with, Verizon or its affiliated companies.

Trading Partner Information

Verizon bills customers for services provided by Verizon and other service providers on a monthly basis (except as otherwise agreed). There is no connection between Verizon and other, non-affiliated service providers.

Residential customer accounts should refer disputes or discrepancies to your business office/service representative or consult the Rights and Responsibilities section of your local telephone book for information.

The names, logos, and taglines identifying Verizon’s products and services are proprietary marks of Verizon or its subsidiaries.

© 2022 Verizon. All Rights Reserved.

\(^1\) “Verizon” refers to the Verizon entities that provide the services to which the EDI and other billing-related services addressed in this document apply
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1. Projects

1.1 VBG-1085 – WIN to Prime Biller Wholesale (PBW)

- Update ISA and GS values for PBW
- Update the REF06 in the header to add PBW
- Added Time of Day and Destination to the PID in the SLN loop at HL8
- Added PBW system to the Implementation Guide.

2. Changes to the VB811 (Appendix A)

2.1 ISA

2.1.1 ISA06  I06  Interchange Sender ID

- (VBG-1085) Update ISA06 to include Prime Biller Wholesale (PBW) under the “VERIZONBUSINESS” sender ID.

2.2 GS

2.2.1 GS02  142  Application Sender’s Code

- (VBG-1085) Update GS02 to add the following Sender ID: Prime Biller Wholesale PBW-V1

2.3 Header Section

2.3.1 REF Pos 050 of the Header

- REF02 Update:

   When REF01 is ’06″, the value identifies the billing system that produced the bill:

   (VBG-1085) ’PW’ – Prime Biller Wholesale (PBW)
2.4 Detail Section

2.4.1 PID Pos 410 of Detail Area (SLN loop)

- PID04
  - (VBG-1085) Add: 077291 Time of Day
  - (VBG-1085) Add: 079272 Destination

3. Changes to the EDI Implementation Guide

3.1.1 Paragraph 2.2 Verizon Bill Presentation

- (VBG-1085) Add: Prime Biller Wholesale (PBW) - Directional wholesale billing system that will replace WIN.

4. Other Changes to VB811 that do not impact the VB811 Implementation Guide

4.1 Third Quarter-2022, WIN VOIP and F&E data billing will migrate to Verizon’s new directional Prime Biller Wholesale (PBW) billing system.

4.2 Second Half-2022, the rest of WIN billing will migrate to Verizon’s new directional Prime Biller Wholesale (PBW) billing system.

4.3 For PBW, the TXI02 in the SLN loop can contain 6 decimal places.

4.4 For PBW, the SLN06 in the SLN loop can contain 6 decimal places.

4.5 In 2022, Verizon will begin distributing the EDI VB811s, EDIFACT INVOIC and VZ450 Direct Data invoices via the Top Level Customer Legal Entity (TLCLE).

During migration, any Profiles that do not contain all the accounts under the TLCLE, will be grandfathered to use their current MAN/BAN distribution method. Any Profiles that do contain all the accounts under the TLCLE, will be set to “Distribute via TLCLE”. Note: The MAN/BAN distribution method will eventually be eliminated and we cannot change profiles with the “Distribute via TLCLE” to be “Distribute via MAN/BAN”.

March 2022
After the migration to TLCLE distribution, any EBID set to “Distribute via TLCLE” will automatically have new accounts added to the customer’s TLCLE, hence customers will not need to ask to have accounts added to their profiles.